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490 Now that you have had a break from the THINK TANK I shall now return to it.

FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Pt.

Pt = Platinum: Atomic number – 78: Not a rare earth to my knowledge
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Pu.

Pu = Plutonium: Atomic number = 94: Yes this is a rare earth to my knowledge.

PLUTONIUM:

A highly toxic metallic transuranic element. To my understanding it occurs in trace amounts in

uranium ores and is produced in a nuclear reactor by neutron bombardment of uranium 238.

The most stable isotope, plutonium 239, readily undergoes fission and is used as a reactor fuel.

The task of a THINK TANK is to evaluate all possible or might be possible solutions to arrive

at the best economic choice for its function that will meet our requirements.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Rh.

Rh = Rhodium: Atomic number = 45: This is not a rare earth to my knowledge.

RHODIUM:

This is a hard silvery-white element of the platinum metal group. To my knowledge, it is

used as an alloying agent to harden platinum and palladium.

How strange that nearly every element which I have quoted so far is of a silvery-white colour.

Sadly I cannot include the photos of these elements as I have unfortunate packed them up in

sealed boxes for moving, and the photos which have been included within this report has taken

hours to locate from the thousands which I have still not packed for moving.

Pictures are a great medium to support the text being presented which may present difficulties

to those who lack the knowledge of that subject but are trying to learn about that subject.

It is impossible to present such a complex subject in just a few simple words; for example the

S.E.G. gets many requests for a simple description how to make it, well here in this article you

see how simple it is, and strange as it may appear to you we haven’t even started the problems

of its simplicity yet.

The S.E.G. real simple terms are:

GYRO-FLYWHEEL HIGH ENERGY DENSITY MECHANICAL MAGNETIC DEVICE.
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FACT: These details being given here on Sulphur is our present knowledge and

understanding on this element and it is not final as time progress so will our knowledge

likewise develop more and more knowledge upon these elements.

This equilibrium

diagram requires me

to present it in four

stages.

It represents Cu and

S.

S = Sulphur.

Atomic number = 16

This is not a rare earth

It is an allotropic non-

metallic element,

occurring free in

volcanic regions and

in combined state in

gypsum, pyrite, and

galena

It is used in the

production of

sulphuric acid, in the

vulcanization of

rubber and in

fungicides to my

knowledge.
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FACT: This is the second equilibrium diagram for Cu and S.

WHY is the most complicated three letter word that exists; and a little girl of three years old

constant used it in her effort to understand what she did not understand.

She was brilliant and clever because she actually reason everything that she heard or seen and

was determined not to be brainwashed by education.

I called that little girl Princess Joy for she was a bag of Joy. And she understood that if you

want the whole truth and nothing but the truth; than grand dad was the one to ask.

We had many a woman to man discussions and some subjects were far more intelligent than

many adults have had with me.

Strange, after a lecture that I gave at St. John’s School in London the headmaster stated that he

was surprised at some of the intelligent questions some of the backward children asked me.
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FACT: This is the third equilibrium diagram for Cu and S.

WHY? Yes that is indeed a statement that applies to everything within this universe.

Princess Joy showed me the problem that exists with the Homo sapiens today it was so simple

that this three year old identified it as “WHY”.

On arriving home from school she would climb up on my lap and say you must stop your

computer I want to talk to you and she made certain that you could not continue typing.

The she was just four years old; I had to sit on the floor with my legs cross which is far from

being easy to undertake at my age.

And we play school she was the teacher and I was the child, and she went through absolutely

every thing that took place that day at school.

When I asked her what she had learnt that day her reply was nothing, so I said that I will have to

see her teacher in the morning; we cannot pay her wages if she is not teaching you anything.

So I took her to school as usual and she took me to her teacher to whom I stated that this girl

claims that you did not teach her anything yesterday.

The teacher reply was that she was just too good, that she could actually cover for her if she was

sick
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FACT: this is the fourth equilibrium diagram for Cu and S.

WHY is a fascination of the mind to a point that it cannot make any logical sense out of a

subject under evaluation?

And let me assure you that there are many such questions that my mind cannot solve which

have been main subjects within my books.

Take for any example that famous statement of scientists:

THAT YOU CANNOT CREATE NOR DESTROY BUT YOU CAN ONLY

TRANSFORM FROM ONE SUBSTANCE TO ANOTHER.

That statement alone creates the biggest problem that exists today, which I am still waiting for

the experts answer: Where the hell did all this material came from which they claim is a

universe including us and every living thing that exist.

Surely in the world of reality if this WHY cannot be answered then it cannot exist; no different

to you watching your television program; it is just an illusion of reality that exists some where

else. An image that is no different than that of a mirage on water or the desert.

To our sensors it is really true at the time of the experience. Let me go back to the television

program that you are watching. If the actor regardless whether adult, child or animal is good at

acting the part, then the real human being will show tears if any object is being tortured that

they see, some will cry extremely violent. The question is WHY?

That is one WHY that can be answered, which presents no problem.
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491 Before continuing with this report let me recap what I have covered in these last few pages in

case I forgot something.

PLATINUM:

This is a ductile malleable silvery-white metallic element, very resistant to heat and

chemicals: used in jewellery, laboratory apparatus, electrical contacts, dentistry,

electroplating, and as a catalyst to my knowledge.

Also to my understanding that it is rather costly to buy, yet to my understanding there is a

bloody great rock out there in the asteroid belt that appears constructed of platinum, if

our sensors are interpreting the information correctly.

This information is basic; there is much more to tell you, only if I decide that CuPt would

serve the functions of the S.E.G. as the emitter layer more economic based on cost to

output ratio.

PLUTONIUM:

I have already dealt with its basic data; more will be release if I decide to employ it in the

S.E.G. development.

RHODIUM:

I have already dealt with its basic details, more will be released if I decide to employ it in

the construction of the S.E.G.

SULPHUR:

I have already dealt with its basic details, more will be release should I decide to employ it

in the construction of the S.E.G.

Yes the world of reality in relationship to the S.E.G. and I.G.V. is completely out of your world

as the cycle that was at that time to those then existing.

There is no augments that the S.E.G. and the I.G.V is not in your world as its relationship is no

different to that of the Wright Brothers with their heavy than-air flights, it was not be accepted

for nearly ten years after it was achieved by officials and experts alike.

I can go on and on about the failures of our experts of the time in questions which are no

different today than they were a thousands yes ago. In reference to knowledge our education has

not change for over a thousands years because it still lacks the ability to reason why.

University teaches us never to believe anything which our eyes can not verify.

Experts state that; that truly amazes me – WHY?

Millions of people believe in god – THOU SHALL NOT KILL so they KILL many

INNOCENT LOVING CARING PEOPLE from babes to adults as a kind of sport.
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FACT: A kitchen worthy of being a part of S.I.S.R.C. establishment.

With respect to wealthy, appearances are vital; should not be the case but over time that is the

excepted opinion, I have from my experience of their behaviour.

I requested Eileen to stand one side of the cooker so that a true image of the cooking facilities

can be appreciated.

Today, image is the greatest importance not the technology under discussion for some unknown

reason if the image is bad then the technology is bad. Thus catch 21 keeps popping up.

I will or more precisely would convert this building to out-match the Hollywood standards.

Those great film producers can say what a fool they been to ignore this technology over these

years that they have had chance to make a full blown movie of what life would be like if this

technology came into reality.

Today, without question this technology would had been in the marketplace and this pollution

by now would not had existed.

Homo sapiens don’t like to move out of the past into the future because they fear the unknown

which relates to the time that man first took his first steps on this planet.

When you entertain guests

who are staying to assist this

work then the place must not

only be clean, respectful to the

eye but the kitchen is vastly

important part of such a

structure.

Cooking facilities must not

only have space to work but

the tools by which one can

serve the visitors with meals.

Having inspected this kitchen

it is indeed far larger than the

one I have here, and its

cooking equipment is certainly

larger than I have here. It is

neatly laid out reaching down

to the dinning room which is

certainly larger than this

sitting room as I have no

dinning room here.

Indeed once this technology

hits the marketplace there will

be many visitors.
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FACT: Lower photo that is Prof. Searl that many think is dead, this was taken in Scotland

on May 8
th

, 2005; Very much alive and kicking as I am today.

Top photo shows the three musketeers who assisted me with my lecture in Scotland one to

your left is the one who is doing the redevelopment work of the S.E.G in the USA. The one

middle staged with me and the one to the right did the sound recording of my lecture.

Yes, Reality is indeed strange to those who are not involved in that research development.
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492

FACT: one of 10 of 12 channels oscilloscopes which I was using during the period of 1968

to 1978 in research and development of the I.G.V.

The ball race as seen in my hand was used to demonstrate the unusual behaviour of such a

device that fitted the law of the squares which never had been observed before by any

man.

Out of millions of such devices only one might turn up with that effect showing. But if you

are not looking for an effect how do you find it – you don’t.

You cannot find anything that does not exists within your mind – that is nature’s

protection.
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As stated that my interest covers many subjects that really relates to the well being of planet

earth, which includes all animals that is you as well as me.

I am deeply concern about how our systems are failing and the bad state in which this planet is

at this time and continuing on a downward curve.

My feelings are that MRSA could survive and multiply inside a common single-cell organism

that is found almost everywhere in hospital wards including sinks and vases.

I am aware that MRSA infects and replicates inside a species of amoeba called Aconthomoeba

polyphaga, which is found in the environment on inanimate objects.

AMOEBA: (_-mee-b_) n (amoebae) pl

I an aware that any protozoan: of jelly-like consistency; that has an irregular and constantly

changing shape. Some amoebae cause disease in man

This may well explain the problems now face in hospitals; by infecting the amoeba first, MRSA

could emerge more virulent and more resistant to antibiotics.

It appears on the surface raise doubts over the effectiveness of measures in the acute sector to

combat growing rates of MRSA in the past year, such as more hand washing facilities and

antibacterial hand gels.

This thinking is based upon findings of research carried out in a laboratory found that within 24

hours of being in contact with MRSA, 50% of amoebas were infected, 2% of them heavily

infected.

Surely that is a warning sign; to my mind it is as the law of the squares states to everything

there are two prime states and they in turn must have also two states.

1. Life 2. Death

3. Structure 4 Functions.

A. How are they conceived in the first place?

B. What are their structures compounds and how and why do their structures change.

C. Surely once we understand their functions we could create a blocker, to their progress of

development or even better still enzymes that could identify them, collect and dispose of

them through the small intestines.

There is nothing impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so.

On this test microscopy showed MRSA numbers were 1,000 times higher in the presence of

amoebas than in the control sample.

What does this mean?

If just one MRSA bacterium lands in water and is ingested by an amoeba, it could replicate to

become a relatively large population within one or two days.
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Just consider this possibility that this water is in a sink, spray caused by running tap a condition

not unknown could disperse droplets containing MRSA which could recolonise washed hands

To my knowledge that until now this source of MRSA has not been recognised. What else has

not been recognised?

This is a non-patient source of replication and, given that amoeba and other protozoa are

ubiquitous, they are likely to contribute to the persistence of MRSA in the hospital

environment.

To my understanding that infection control policies need to recognise the role of amoebas in the

survival of MRSA and evaluate control procedures.

Yes the S.E.G. may be a wonderful benefit device for planet earth or in fact any other planet

that man might work upon, there are other problems which must be understood to always be in

control.

This is something that I need to think upon as suitable changes could involve reducing sources

of water including sinks, vases and liquid soaps and using products that are effective against

amoebas.

As I have stated so often that by training my staff in environmental control and ecology, not just

direct treatment of infection, would I think be most important.

As stated in my reports: that nursing staff should remember that infection control was about

being sensible and carrying out standard precautions.

But due to the massive increase of MRSA reports: is that advice enough to solve this problem

that I certainly doubt.

MRSA is a problem but so are a lot of other infections which I readily agree is true and I do

appreciate that based upon our knowledge we have place standard precautions are there to

protect our patients from all of these.

But what I felt might happen have now happen; that is why I am again presenting my views and

knowledge in this report. I have no doubt when all cars and homes are equipped with the S.E.G

it may well help in slowing down this pest to a better state of control

I will now give my knowledge on the state in the USA upon this matter.

The US is facing an epidemic of community-acquired MRSA (CA-MRSA) that is emerging as

a leading cause of skin and soft tissue infections.

I have to live in the world of reality and accept the facts of what is going on upon this planet

and attempt to solve how to slow down the growth of problems until we can clear them out for

good.

A major problem exists that people from other countries come in that do not check the health of

the visitors before they leave their country.

I appreciate that is a problem for any country trying to halt major health problems.
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The question here is does our pollution of our atmosphere create the ideal world for bacteria and

virus to exist and develop stronger structures; if this is a proven fact, then the S.E.G. would

within 10 years, help to reduce them around the world, thus improving ours at the same time.

Let me take a look at a case of researchers in Atlanta who examined to my knowledge 389

episodes of community-onset skin and soft-tissue infections due to Staphylococcus Aureus and

found that 72% were due to MRSA.

STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS:

A species that causes boils and internal abscesses: to my knowledge and understanding.

To my knowledge the vast majority were caused by a single strain of MRSA called USA300,

which so far has only been seen in the USA.

These findings illustrate a major shift in the epidemiology of antibiotic resistant staphylococcus

aureus infections that were previously chiefly acquired in hospitals or other healthcare settings.

To my mind these findings signalled a remarkable epidemic which would affect a steadily

expanding group of people.

For long space exploration programs I would advise doctors and nurses that form the flight crew

of such I.G.V.’s:  should prescribe for serious skin and soft-tissue infections on board should

use antibiotics that are active against MRSA.

I truly believe that empirical use of antibiotics active against community acquired MRSA is

warranted, especially for patients presenting with serious skin or soft tissue infections; until we

can test the S.E.G for a means of cleaning rooms of the problem. I have faith that the S.E.G.

could and will over a few hours slow down their growth and hopefully shrink them to

extermination.

As I understand it that this study found that 65% of those with CA-MRSA had received

inadequate antibiotic therapy during initial treatment compared with 1% of those who had been

infected with methicillin-susceptible strains.

METHICILLIN: (meth-i-sil-in) n. reminds me of the past.

A semisynthetic penicillin formerly used to treat infections caused by bacteria that destroy

natural penicillin but now replaced by newer antibiotics.

To my knowledge it is still used to test the drug sensitivity of staphylococci.

MRSA n

Methicillin –(or multiple-) resistant Staphylococcus aureus: an increasingly common dangerous

bacterium that is resistant to many antibiotics and is responsible for out breaks of infection in

hospitals.

I give you the facts as I know them and understand them which I have to consider what action.
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493 Today than at any other time laws on what you can do and can’t do in manufacturing electrical

motors has grown to a point that companies are closing down or are force to close down by

court fines for not implementing the new laws.

Though they appear to be stupid and some were which I discovered by an unfortunate event

when constructing that equipment that you see in my room before that robbery.

In reference to the requirements of the new rules that should had been dead to work on. But due

to an error of judgement of those experts it was far from being dead in fact it was very much

alive and nothing giving you any indication that it was.

So I was working away on the wiring program when suddenly my body blew four 13 amp fuses,

I was extremely lucky to still be around to fix those fuses.

On testing the five power feeds systems the third one down had a fault which made everything

alive yet no indicator gave warning. Unzipping it from something that was not intended to need

stripping was a nightmare.

Opening up that feed unit everything looked alright, no wires were shorting out; this unit carried

the pass test seal accordingly to the requirements of Europe. But there was something wrong so

I checked the DPDT mains incoming switch.

Yes, it turn on the panel and it gave the appearance on turn off that the power was indeed turned

off, but it was not and upon checking but switch section I found that one of them did not switch

off; it remain in the on state. This resulted in the fact that everything was at mains positive

potential every thing the new rules was intended to prevent.
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FACT: Unfortunate I cannot get at my photos so have used the company illustration as

shown here the stages of assembly and the wiring which I had to do as seen in photo page

315.

In that photo on page 315 shows only 5 of the 7 panels needed, and I have now got 5 panels

packed ready to move.

When I move that will be a permanent home thus the rebuilding of this equipment will be done

much better than for here.

When I rebuild this equipment all parts will be photograph plus finish work.
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494 Not only do I take my electric meter reading when I get up but also when I go to bed every day

regardless. Good thing I do as the electric company sent me a demand for a very large bill.

Not only that I also take my blood pressure etc here is one record as recorded here.

FACT: Proof that I am still kicking; Doctors that is correct is it not?

For a man that expert’s state has got nothing or any education certainly does much with nothing.

Whereby these experts got much education and skills but prove nothing of worth. If their claims

of being experts are true then they have to be experts of bullshit: Which I gladly can certify.

Following that burglary at this address the main places of work cease to be available to me, not

that they were before that robbery, I was just being used as toilet paper.

How on earth, could I possibly achieve anything under Martin and Ken, it was an insane

situation.

In reality, I have not had a proper work place since the 1960 to 1978 period, where I reached the

highest point of success and I have never seen since that time. It might had done again by

December 2003 had this robbery not had taken place. That is what worried Martin and Ken, so

they had to stop that from happening; yes, they did but only for a time. They have lost

everything while I am still moving forward in time and shall in the end reach to that period of

1968.
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FACT: Scan before my last operation on my left leg: from the groin to just above the ankle.

Using just local injections, they though with an all female surgeons you would be brave to save

money.
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495 The purpose of showing the data upon my self is due entirely to stop crap that has come to my

attention that I am some one who is pretending to be Prof. Searl.

Like the S.E.G; Prof. Searl is well known over the world and in high places so it is most

unlikely that I am some one else pretending to be Prof. Searl which is clearly another expert of

bullshit to add to that list of hundreds.

FACT: John Thomas, John Searl and Jason Thomas the aliens of planet earth. John

Thomas who set of his company D.I.S.C. INC and his son Jason who operates his site

which has been keeping you updated with news. Can prove that this alien is no other than

John Searl AMEN!

The years has passed like water under a bridge and what I have learnt about John is that he

would make a great ambassador for the Searl Effect Technology to that there is no doubt, great

speaker.

Jason has given John his father all the help that he can in creating their website and a damn

good job he has done. I appreciate that John Thomas feels that I do not appreciate what Jason

and he has done; but I do as it relates to its intended field, which is for the public.

This matter relates to the fact that I have opened up my own website so that I could talk to

millionaires and government officials as a company without limits. On my site there are no

limits set, it is to be a multinational organisation and not a two-man company.

There is nothing wrong with a two man company that wants to bargain for products for research

and development as NASA, Boeing and other companies operate.

But this technology is far greater than anything that those companies have to offer and they

contain more than two men to operate; if they had been two men they would not be operating

today.
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The redevelopment of the S.E.G. today is costing thousands of pounds (£) more than last year

as prices rise, tax rise, shipping cost rise all this cost delays the project.

Redeveloping the S.E.G. is not just a question of some tubes and solid rod; it’s having the right

type of space, the correct type of machines, tools, cutters and electric power to connect it too.

And the hard cash to pay for that power used including heating, cooling and lights.

If you are doing it just for fun, just to show off that you know how to mill and grind materials;

then boy you better have allot of hard cash ready to meet those bills that sure are coming your

way.

You need test equipment, measuring equipment and all the books of rules of what you must do

to meet the requirements of the said intended area of sale, for Europe it’s a bog demand and still

growing and that is a FACT.

Then you need computers and some external HD, scanner, printers, good camera for still and

motion, lighting, Filters etc.

You need telephone line for e mails, faxes and direct communications and that is nothing

compared to the ton of photocopy paper and gallons of ink you will use in preparing documents

and legal papers all this will consume time and money.

Meetings cost, visitors, lectures and with luck mass media effort to find those millions needed

to get the S.E.G. to the marketplace.

In that time you have rent, energy, water, tax bills to pay to that add food, drink, toilet paper,

soap, and all these other bits man expect to see. There will be some travel bills to meet.

So if you believe that you can walk into you local shop and buy a hundred S.E.G. roller sets for

$100 then you sure have got a big surprise coming.

If you do find some for that money please get me one thousands of them, I sure would be please

to have them.

Clearly those people must think when a company shuts down for good it has gone on a long

holiday and have no understanding that company shut down because it could no longer afford

the cost to remain in operation.

Likewise all those companies that helped me in the past have basely gone for good, now having

to find new companies and what they can offer this technology; and though I have located some

there is still the delay that I am not in place to run; likewise they can’t move either to help.

This development requires inspection tools; only the cheap ones that so far I have been able to

replace, the more expensive items are still a long way from obtaining them.

I will give you some indication of what they are and what they cost on offer, yes I guess you

will blink at the cost. But if our intentions are the marketplace then there is no choice but to

obtain them. Without them you won’t be going to the marketplace.
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496

FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Sb.

Sb = Antimony: Atomic Number = 51 This not a rare earth to my knowledge.

A toxic metallic element that exists in two allotropic forms: and is added to alloys to

increase their strength and hardness.

Every element stated here: I could present quite amount of data upon it, but unless we intend to

use it, there is no direct reason to go to that trouble here.

FACT: Reality the S.E.G. redevelopment has started here is the first part to check.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Se.

Se = Selenium: Atomic Number = 34 This is not a rare earth.

SELENIUM:

A non-metallic element: that exists in several allotropic forms.

The common form is a grey crystalline solid that is photoconductive, photovoltaic, and

semiconductng; used in photocells, solar cells, and in xerography.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Si.

Si = Silicon: Atomic Number = 14 This is not a rare earth.

SILICON:

A brittle metalloid element: that exists in two allotropic forms; occurs principally in sand,

quartz, granite, feldspar and clay.

It is usually a grey crystalline solid but is also found as a brown amorphous powder.

It is used in transistors, solar cells, and alloys.

Its compounds are widely used in glass manufacture and the building industry.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Sm.

Sm = Samarium: Atomic Number = 62: This is a rare earth.

SAMARIUM:

A silvery metallic element of the lanthanide series used in carbon arc lighting, as a doping

agent in laser crystals, and as a neutron-absorber.
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497 UPDATE:

Yesterday, Monday 20
th

 March 2006, JT forwarded an e – mail to me which was asking if

I would like to give a lecture in Hong Kong.

My reply, yes if the suggested dates never conflict with any other arrangements that have

been agreed upon.

UPDATE:

Monday 14
th

 March 2006: received news that Busan new port South Korea is open for

business.

FACT: At this moment in time South Korea is not aware that they will soon need

thousands of S.E.G.s

Can they afford to wait? I can afford to wait; that is the question which time will answer

and it maybe much sooner than they are aware of.

To my knowledge and understanding: that in 1997, Pusan Newport Co., Ltd (PNC) was

founded to start development and operation on the Busan New Port.

Nine years later, President Roh Moo-hyun officially opens the first three of the ports container

berths on the 19
th

 January 2006.

So South Korea is actually preparing the road for the future S.E.G.s to arrive – amazing.
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I was invited to attend an exhibition in South Korea that will have over 50 international port

related companies who will be exhibiting at this event.

Yes for the sake of the marketing of the S.E.G.s I should be there, unfortunate my pension

blocks me from being there, and that too is a fact.

Busan new port, which is worth $9.2 trillion won, will to my understanding see six berths

opening between 2007 and 2009, with a final total of 30 berths available by 2011.

It will be interesting to see if any of these will be exporting S.E.Gs to the world or will they just

be importing them and whichever way the flow goes I wonder how many of these berths will be

involved with that flow?

To my knowledge PNC is a joint-venture company established to develop, build and operate the

North terminal of Busan Northern port.

PNC’s joint lead sponsors and investors are the Samsung Corporation and DP World.

Other investors include the Hanjin Group of companies and Hyundia Engineering and

Construction Co., Ltd.

DP World has also been contracted as the operations and maintenance provider to operate the

terminal, with a conservative estimate of its handling capacity put at 5.5 million TEUs.

The Hanjin Oslo was the first to sail into Busan new port on 16
th

 December 2005; unfortunate

its cargo failed to carry any consignment of S.E.G.s.

To my understanding the terminal has already secured customers with annualised volumes

exceeding 900,000 TEUs.

If this project done so well in such a short time, the first thing which hits ones mind is why has

D.I.S.C. INC or S.I.S.R.C. done like wise?

There is a very simple answer to that question and it is that those who are closes to the

development work eyes suddenly expand greater than their rear end which creates that problem

termed Obsessive Compulsive Disorder they must own it completely lock stock and barrel and

in their stupid mind they will control the world.

To my knowledge Busan must now rank as the world’s fifth largest container port and, when

construction is completed in 2011, the new harbour will be capable of handling eight million

standard-size containers per year – roughly to my mental calculations twice the capacity of the

current Busan container terminal and 30 per cent more than that of Hong Kong; I thought I drop

that point in as I have been invited to lecture in Hong Kong.

S.I.S.R.C. does wish them every success for it takes a team that actually work together as one

to achieve such success, clearly something I am missing here.

I clearly appreciate that this new port is going to change not only the history of our ports but

also the logistics map of Northeast Asia.

Change must come following any base changes which are made that are the law of the squares.
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I do believe that Busan has the potential to become a centre for logistics based upon a simple

fact that it is located on a very busy shipping route and in near markets like China and Japan.

Another point of interest on Busan: that can also boast that its port is the starting point of the

‘iron silk road’, a land bridge for cargo that could be transported to Europe along the Trans-

Siberian railroad.

Sadly there is a problem because it is dependent on North Korea’s approval to build the Trans-

Korea railway; nevertheless it does highlight the strategic importance of the Busan new port.

Here we see the same problem more or less to that which I suffer, if only I was allow to get a

good team of workers; note South Korea having to depend on the approval of North Korea for

success, is in theory the same problem.

Think for a minute what it would be like if millions of domestic S.E.G.s were passing through

such a route not only that but millions of cars, Lorries also being transported through such a

route that operated on the Searl Effect Technology.

FACT: Even this USA aircraft carrier could benefit from the Searl Effect Technology and

even that dream took hundreds of workers to create the pride of the USA.

No doubt that this aircraft carrier is the pride of the USA navy, there is nothing wrong in that. It

replaces the pride of America when that dream of the flying wing captured the world’s

imagination; it sure captured mine.

That dream failed, not so much that the design was wrong, but the many other inventions

needed for its success just were not invented in time for it.
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498

FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Sn.

Sn = Tin: Atomic number = 50: This is not a rare earth.

TIN:

A malleable silvery-white metallic element.

It is used extensively in alloys, especially bronze and pewter, and is used as a non-

corroding coating for steel.

FACT: TIN would it prove to be beneficial to this concept; if so, in what way would that

be?
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Sr.

Sr = Strontium: Atomic number = 38: This is not a rare earth.

STRONTIUM:

A soft silvery-white element: of the alkaline earth group of metals.

The radioisotope strontium-90, with a half-life of 28.1 years, is used in nuclear power

sources and is a hazardous nuclear fallout product.

It was names after Strontian, in the Highlands of Scotland where it was discovered.

Ladies beware when with Scotsman, they may could be radioactive.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Th.

Th = Thorium: Atomic number = 90: This is a rare earth.

THORIUM:

A silvery-white radioactive metallic element.

It is used in electronic equipment and as a nuclear power source.

Slowly the reality of the redevelopment is complicated; options that need to be tested.
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FACT: this equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Te.

Te = Tellurium: Atomic Number = 52: This is not a rare earth.

TELLURIUM:

A brittle silvery-white non-metallic element.

At this moment in time I have no knowledge what it is used for.
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499 This report is to show you that the experts are right that I don’t know absolute nothing and here

is that proof of that statement; thank heaven for that just think if I knew something I would be a

right idiot just like those experts.

FACT: In 1957 the Law of the squares predicted this formula according to that game

called hop scotch – amazing.

Strange that for well over 5,000 years the law of the squares has not been taught yet these

formulas are the remains of it; no different to that of the Roman empire that vanish except the

remains the catholic church.

Knowing absolutely nothing is fun, telling you all about absolutely nothing, and there are those

who claim that they have more knowledge in their little finger than I have in the whole of my

body. Thank god for that if they cut off that little finger they then become a vegetable; where in

my case I continue being human.

That illustration above contains an interesting structure; I guess you don’t see it. If you

understand the law of the squares you spot it immediately.

Also the homes who was responsible for me also got records that makes me appear to be

useless, but I am not alone many of our great scientists were also useless at school.
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FACT: It is true if you buy Nd in cubes or blocks it is much cheaper then buying it made

up into layers.

As a raw cubes or block materials, you have to melt it and cast it into shape, so you need a

furnace with moulds and they can break during operations.

Then the handling of Nd is another problem that requires careful thinking.

I just stopped to find a sample that been kept in an airtight container, but there is air

already in there before sealing it so over time Nd will change its state. I was intending to

take a photo of it to include here, but unfortunately it might take days to find, so will have

to forget that at this time and carry on.

To meet the new laws in relation to electric motors various testing equipment and tools are

needed, and though I was robbed of such items, I have been slowly re-buying them or at least

the cheaper units needed.
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FACT: The world of reality is costly to that of the world of fantasy.

This is just the beginning of reality. Being a research and development worker calls for

the tools by which you can guarantee your product is of the highest standards possible by

our capabilities of today.

Developing the S.E.G. is no toy; its demands absolute precision beyond today normal

engineering requirements.

It calls for dedication beyond that of many other manufacturing operations; it opens up an

entirely new technological domain in engineering and creates the tomorrow world that is far

better than you have ever experienced

NOTHING OF WORTH ACHIEVED WITHOUT THE PROPORTIONATE

COMMITMENT.

This holds true in my case; just two people putting in their proportionate money and time and it

will take years to achieve that goal – but urgency drives us on even though there is no hope.
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FACT: This inspection unit special offer at £12,950.00.is the M4 version, and the H4

version special offer cost £14,950.00.

Reality today is expensive, yet precision is a requirement for this technology. The world

has changed from the time I step onto this planet to this time. I never had the equipment

like that which is available today.

Research was greatly delayed by the lack of equipment which had to be invented, or more

precisely wait for some one to tune into the dark domain and search for that needed

equipment and bring it forth so we all can use it.

Today for me, progress in growth of knowledge is racing forward at an alarming speed, yet

hidden away is research and development that is marching forward but cost to keeps up with it;

far too high for my pension to meet.
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FACT: Tools to develop tomorrow’s technology are certainly available today.

Grahame Park Estate had the opportunity to show the world what real modern structures can do

to make life easier and far less maintenance cost, and when nature strikes no damage would

occur which from pass experience has proven extremely costly.

Yet this once off chance in their lifetime they have blew it by lack of knowledge; they have

gone ahead with the blind leading the blind. They absolutely refused to listen to reason.

Guess that I shall have to wait until the first of that weather hit these new houses to see how

long it takes for them to become unsafe to live in; I don’t think that I shall have to wait too

many years to see how wrong they were.

They assured me that they got their sums right, yet already there have been a number of wrong

sums proven, their history has been poor and costly.

Today the tools,

machinery, test

equipment,

inspection

equipment are

available.

Unavailable today

are a proper lab and

the funds for full

time research and

development in to

the unknown for all

to know.

The world that I can

see is fantastic in

relationship to what

you have today.

Yet right here on

this estate much of

this knowledge

could be applied in

the regeneration of

this estate. But those

in control have no

knowledge of

today’s reality; their

only interest is to

make money.
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500 Here in the UK I can bet that you’re all sick and tired of CIE banging on about the RoHS

directive and postulating about what’s going to happen to the electronics industry post July 1
st
.

So, why is the electronics industry or dare I say industry in general, still in a mild state of panic?

I understand that it is easy to point a finger at the EC, DTI, National Weights and Measures

laboratories and all the other government bodies that have been involved with RoHS during

the transition period.

To my understanding believe it or not, there was a transition period factored into this whole

debacle but most business chose to ignore it.

What we really need to appreciate is that this new legislation affects us all, even our children

and children’s children.

As I understand it, often likened to the emc directive, the RoHS directive is having a significant

effect on the electronics industry; both up and down the supply chain; which has a directly or

indirectly effects on my work.

However, if I take a more realistic view a parallel can be made to the elimination of asbestos

within the building industry.

We condemn asbestos as we did with thalidomide, yet thalidomide is a great life saver today.

After all, I have handled asbestos with bare hands many times in the past; the only effects I

receive were an itching tissue of the hands and arms for a couple of days.

What if the problem directly was related to the management of asbestos, then asbestos it self.

In plain language: how we employed it was an improper technique; thus creating the hazard

conditions.

After all, the RoHS Directive is environmentally led and will benefit generations to come.

I have not witness any proof of that: firms are shutting down goods prices are accelerating.

I guess twenty year on or more, it is hoped that most electrical and electronic equipment

producers will not dream of using these six banned substances just as the building industry of

today doesn’t use asbestos.

With this in mind, it is understandable from where the RoHS Directive was born; even through

it was Japan that planted the lead-free seed years ago.

So far, our UK industry has spearheaded the progress of this RoHS directive within the EU –

in terms of preparation, planning, logistics and enforcement, we’re streets ahead of our

European counterparts.

So here’s a thought; if you think the UK electronics industry is ill prepared; how do you think

the rest of the EU member states are feeling?

That is saying a lot for the S.E.G that depends on such equipment to be in place.
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501

FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Y. doesn’t ask me why.

Y = Yttrium: Atomic number = 39: Not a rare earth.

A silvery metallic element used in various alloys, in lasers, and as a catalyst.

FACT: It may now be too late to save your family; just as the Romans while it was

burning, many families lost their lives and now many more about to go, are you on that

list?

STOP

THINK

ACT

NOW IS

THE

TIME TO

BRING

THE

S.E.G.

TO LIFE!
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and U.

U = Uranium: Atomic number = 92: This is a rare earth.

URANIUM:

A radioactive silvery-white metallic element of the actinide series.

It occurs in several minerals including pitchblende and is used chiefly as a source of

nuclear energy by fission of the radioisotope uranium-235.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Ti.

Ti = Titanium: Atomic number = 22: This is not a rare earth.

A strong malleable white metallic element: This is very corrosion resistant.

It is used in the manufacture of strong lightweight alloys, especially aircraft parts.

I am not certain if it will produce eddy currents when in a magnetic field. Have to check.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and V.

V = Vanadium: Atomic number = 23: This is not a rare earth.

VANADIUM:

A toxic silvery-white metallic element used in steel alloys and as a catalyst.

STOP.

THINK.

ACT.

ALWAYS.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Tl.

Tl = Thallium: Atomic Number = 81: It may not be a rare.

THALLIUM:

A soft malleable highly toxic white metallic element: I don’t believe it, I forgotten what it

is used for.

Only days away now to become 74 years of age I guess that I am entitle to forget some

things, some of the time but not all of the time.

A great many people think they are thinking when they are merely rearranging their

prejudices. Is that not also true?
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502.

FACT: This very room before the burglary, it will not be rebuilt here but as I re-buy

equipment it will remain boxed until I move; thus the S.E.G. at this point is on hold

because with my pension there is nothing much I can do about it.

At my present pension rate it will take 1,000 years to recreate the S.E.G.

For our man in the USA to complete the redevelopment of the S.E.G. will take maybe 500

years at his present rate of investment.

Unfortunately the reality is money, and there are no funds at this time available and although in

reality there is no hope of redeveloping the S.E.G. two men are at least trying to do just that

against all the evil out there to stop it.

Of course, there are a handful of people trying to help in their way to achieve this success.

However, as past have proven, without mass publicity there is about zero hope of success. That

is the key missing bit to success.

My website only meets the needs like a grain of sand upon the beaches. Unfortunate there is a

month hold up in the USA, a problem not directly connected to the work but it will hinder that

work for possibly a month.

Reality can be hard on one who tries so hard to help to make the world a better place for all

living things (except for bacteria and virus). Even though there are millions of Homo sapiens,

who seem bent on destroying it.

Against all odds I am certain that it can and will be achieved, for there is no other hope for

mankind except death, and I must admit from where I sit that appears to be what you want to

happen.

That is how sad and ill this world is – man placed on earth to care for it – instead destroys it.
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Reality today is to trust no one and protect what you do by vision recording and audio recording

that includes signing in and out plus time of event and what that event was in absolute detail;

that is precisely what I am doing. Thus should there ever be a need to go to court I shall be able

to present my case in such detail that the court will be able to understand the truth that is

involved.

Already in the past there have been claims that I am copying their work, strange until that

moment in time I had never heard of them, not that I am interested to know of them now.

Even this article is part of any future court case that may turn up as evidence of what happen in

the past and present and my predictions I have made for the future.

FACT: This was the control panel under test for EXPLORER ONE which will have to be

re-built at my future new home. You have to create the control panel from hundreds of

components and wire them to perform the functions that are required of the project under

development.

There were still thousands of components wired in target due to completed by December

2003; the burglary that took place on Monday August 25
th

 2003 put a stop to that.

I have travelled to communicate with thousands of people who strangely at the time actually

fancy they wanted a S.E.G., I state FANCY because they did nothing about helping to make it

happen so that their fancy could be fulfilled with reality

I unfortunately cannot fancy anything because I accept the fact that in reality to fancy

something you must act to achieve it; my travels have proved that such a requirement is

impossible for most Homo sapiens to undertake. Thus, paradise is not available on earth due

entirely to lack of interest of the masses. They clearly do not know the meaning of paradise.
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The redevelopment of the S.E.G. today involves what was done in the yesterdays by who and

where right up to this present time.

The redevelopment of the S.E.G. relates to a proportional commitment applied across the whole

spectrum. At this time, it is just two men struggling to do what other companies would have 200

or more men doing that work; and getting a good wage whereas these two men do not receive

any wages whatsoever towards the cost both of time and of materials.

NASA did not make space achievements by just one man on a pension. It took them millions

and hundreds millions of dollars with thousands of personal hours to achieve their successes.

Base upon reality in relation to NASA John Searl has only done equal to 10 seconds of time and

achieved far more than NASA did in that time factor.

FACT: John Thomas giving a lecture in his effort to contribute to this technology.

Well done John keep up the good work, who knows you might just wake some one up to

reality that nothing will happen unless they help to make it happen.

All it will take is just $1 per month; that is the smallest amount compared to that big

organisations are begging far more money per person per week across the country on

television in the UK. And there are a number of such begging companies.

Each of whom only cover a small sector of the whole problem of planet earth. Whereas this

technology covers the whole world and assist all these companies that are begging for money in

a way that their efforts fails to achieve, not because their idea to help that section of the problem

but due to the fact of their failure to really understand those problems in reality.

Whereas the S.E.G. concept: is intended to fill the whole and not just one section thereof.
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The White House. 5 Guilfoyle.

Washington D.C. Broadhead Strand.

United States of America. Grahame Park Estate.

London NW9 5PN.

Our Ref: PJS/MFD/1. England.

Tel:+44-20-8200-9818.

Date: 06.02.2003.

F.A.O: President George W. Bush.

Dear Sir,

It is with deep sorry that I pen this letter to you on behalf of my team here in UK, Germany and the

USA to pass our condolence to those who have lost their dear ones on the Shuttle Columbia accident.

It is so much saddens by the fact that they were only a few minutes from home after completing a

successful mission.

S.I.S.R.C. has not been interested in rocketry for space exploration but is researching and developing

quite a different technology approach that removes most of the inherited risks that are involved in

rocketry.

What we have witnessed so far to date, about all space failures has been related to the rocket launcher,

even this last accident appears to us as something went wrong on launch.

S.I.S.R.C. has good reason to feel confident over our concept, as slowly bit by bit the work is

progressing and I have still place the lights at green, every part of research agrees with the

mathematical model.

We look forward to the day that we take our first maiden voyage into deep space and prove this

technology as the system for real commercial business in space.

Commercial business requires speed, safety, small down time foot prints between missions, low

maintenance cost, low fuel cost, low launch cost, S.I.S.R.C. is determine to give them just that.

My staff and I wish NASA every success to get back to missions in space as soon as possible, and that

you will personal see that those who have lost their dear ones are cared for in a humane manner, for it

is a terrible mental shock to actually see your love ones die when you were geared up to greet them

home.

It is easy to forget that because they put a brave front on, but inside they are crying,

UK Registration.

03673294. German Registration.

HRB 3032.
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S.I.S.R.C. in theory should not have to experience this kind of accident due to the precise nature of

operations of its IGVs once they go into commercial business.

That date of operation relates to funding which has been reduced by loses on the stock exchange, for

the time being.

Like NASA; the dark clouds will pass and the sun will shine again, for them and us.

Many eyes of the world are watching you and hoping that you will help NASA to recover from this

event and those whose world suddenly ended before their eyes are comforted, as those who gave their

lives may never be replaced – I appreciate that there are no words that you can quote that can fill that

gap that now exist in their lives.

On behalf of S.I.S.R.C.; I wish you and America every success to the future.

Your obedient servant.

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. S.I.S.R.C.

Head of R&D Aerospace division.

Manned flight R&D.

I am quite aware of those who state that I do not meet people to discuss this technology and

statements that I am not prepared to accept help. Unfortunately, they are people who want to

attract other people’s attention as being capable of helping me, where all evidence have shown

that they were just showing off to impress me and or others.

Those who went that step further and gave the impression that they wanted to help me blew

sunshine up my arse to blind me with the brightness so I would not see the true light that they

would own it and me to do whatever they wanted to own the world.

I have no intentions of owning the world; all I need is a decent home, office and workplace

where I can apply my skills and knowledge gained over time to assist this planet to recover.

To work in an effort to give to all people clean, cheap energy as electricity and motivation

systems; whereby a total shift towards a paradise that once existed upon this planet before man

destroyed it, can return to the benefits to all mankind.

Man has taken many years to destroy it; therefore, it will take years and not weeks to repair it

even with this technology.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE PLAN LAYOUT FOR SPACE EXPLORATION.

     

Energy, transport and space exploration is now vital for the future of this planet, we at S.I.S.R.C.

appreciate that the present system has vast limitations, failures and risks inbuilt.

S.I.S.R.C. must solve these problems with a system that reduces the risks and improve the well being

of this planet, this is are target – slowly we are winning that battle of the future, are you playing your

part for the future of mankind?

 Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. President, Head of R&D Aerospace Division.

Let us make space exploration safe for those who venture out there for the benefit of all mankind.

It is unfortunate that the German team dropped out in this communications.
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503

FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Zn.

Zn = Zinc: Atomic Number = 30: This is not a rare earth.

ZINC:

A brittle bluish-white metallic element that is a constituent of several alloys especially

brass and nickel-silver, and is used in die-casting, galvanizing metals, and not forgetting in

battery electrodes.

Give clean and

cheap power to

the good people;

thus, reducing

the pollution

problem.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Zr.

Zr = Zirconium: Atomic number = 40: This is not a rare earth.

ZIRCONIUM:

It is a greyish-white metallic element, occurring in zircon; will continue on next page.


